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LIME GAS System
The gas system has been all cleaned and re-assembled in Frascati last week;

Yesterday, a brand new booster was installed;

Tomorrow the system will be sent back to Gran Sasso Labs;

Next week we are going to:


- test the gas tightness;


- check the humidity level;


- check the presence of dust in the outlet line;

If everything is fine, we will start the gas flux in LIME by the end of the next week 
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LIME Run 2: shield layer - 4 cm
In the meanwhile the first layer of copper shield, is almost complete.

Next week it will be closed;

We’ll perform checks on:


- light tightness;


- optical alignement;
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LIME Run 2: shield layer - 4 cm
If no major issues arise, the data taking for Run 2 can start on Monday 6 
February;

Run 2 is expected to last for 4 weeks; 

This test is in preparation (neutron shield, source 
transportation) and we are planning to have a 
previous map of neutron background performing 
measurements with a neutron detector

including 1 week of 
test with AmBe 
source;
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LIME Run 2: shifts
There will be shifts from remote and shifts presence to ensure all the operations, 
we’ll setup tools to book them:

- 4x6 hour shifts remotely to monitor detector operation, hv, gas, daq and data 
quality from middleware plots;

- 24-hour shifts from the LNGS surroundings of a person who enters to do the daily 
calibration with Fe and then leaves and remains available to enter in case of need 
(DAQ to be restarted or similar);

A run coordinator who organises the shifts, informs himself on a daily basis of what 
is going on, deals with problems that arise by assigning the solution to an expert 
and following their development and is in charge for the whole Run2;

Stefano Piacentini agreed to take on this role in the next run. Thanks!
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LIME Run 2: shifts
The two shifters must be autonomous as far as possible and must be trained for 
this. 

We are updating the instructions and the first two shifts must be done together with 
an expert.

In case of need they call the run coordinator.

Shifters can and should be everyone. 

The contribution of the various institutions is taken into account so that everyone 
participates.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1QnIPXbN3lE8CSkwTv9asPB7hGwgnsgvMC1CWIcbEF0w/edit?usp=sharing
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Run 1: data analysis
The different run intervals were “organised” in order to spot the main studies 
we can perform with them:

Rita R.

Francesco, David et al.

Rita A.

Emanuele
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Archive of radioactivity measurements 
The LNF team, in particular Anna and Luigi, are gathering all the informations 
we collected in past years about the radioactivity of materials and 
instrumentation we are using in CYGNO

The idea is to have a common repository available for studies and simulation

Spot what is missing and need to be measured
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Repository for pictures and plots
We investigated several options 
(Pandora, Alfresco, Google..). All of 
them have pros and cons, so for the 
moment we decided to use github;

Fabrizio set-up a test page with 
instructions on how to upload and 
comment the material;

We are going to set-up different pages 
for the different topics and use them; 

https://github.com/CYGNUS-RD/WIKI-documentation/wiki/Test-page-for-%22Approved%22-plots-and-figures

